EU copyright reform: what research universities need from it
19 October 2015, 08.30h - 10.00h
European Parliament Brussels, Private Salons

PROGRAMME

08.30 - 08.45 Coffee and croissants

08.45 - 08.55 Welcome and introduction by Prof. Kurt Deketelaere, Secretary-General, LERU

08.55 - 09.15 Keynote: What universities need from EU copyright reform, Dr. Paul Ayris, Chair of LERU Chief Information Officers Community and Director of University College London Library Services

09.15 - 09.45 Responses from the European Commission and the European Parliament, moderated by Prof. Deketelaere

- Ms Maria Martin-Prat, Head of Unit-Copyright, European Commission
- Ms Julia Reda, Member of the European Parliament

09.45 - 10.00 Q&A and discussion from the floor, chaired by Prof. Kurt Deketelaere

Organised by the League of European Research Universities & the Digital Agenda Intergroup
Kindly hosted by MEP Julia Reda